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Abstract
ADAStake is building a scalable and decentralized staking protocol on Cardano,
governed by the community. Cardano is the market leader in PoS as a collection
of protocols for economic support to billions of people.

Over the last decade, the decentralized Finance (DeFi) space has been forced
to evolve to keep pace with the development of the digital asset market.

ADAStake protocol will power foundational the new wave of flexible financial
markets by providing a layer for instant stake approval, automated APR, trustless
custody, and liquidity.

Permissionless

Enforced Liquidity

Stake any native token. Our governance will
ensure that the best offers are available
and that only the safest smart contracts are
used.

Liquidity is predicated on having enough of
each asset in a pool in order to facilitate
trading. ADAStake addresses this
requirement by incentivizing users to
deposit single assets and enforce liquidity.

Community Governance

Ecosystem Foundational
Layer

Token holders can establish consensus by
voting on governance proposals or
introducing new proposals for a vote.

Attract assets and build incentives that can
empower an ecosystem of financial
products.
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By fully leveraging power of Cardano, ADAStake is
building the next generation of staking protocol.

Increased Security

Academic Background

Cardano is a proof of stake protocol that
ensures mathematically proven safety.
Given the increased number of
cyberattacks in the crypto sector, security
is crucial.

Cardano benefits from being one of few
protocols that have been reviewed by
academics who largely praise it.

Complex Layers

Third-Generation Blockchain

Cardano ensures unlimited scalability and
quick transactions by implementing a
settlement and a computational layer.

Cardano is considered more reliable than
other cryptocurrencies as ADA keeps
overcoming challenges other platforms
have encountered.

We believe Cardano will mature to be the Layer 1 platform of choice as developers and investors
recognize the network’s potential to challenge the embedded status quo of monopolistic power
structures within the world of crypto. As such, Cardano focuses on moving toward an all-inclusive
technological standard and open platform with unmatched security and tremendous blockchain
speed, all of which result in lower transaction fees. Since the Cardano project is under the
administration of a non-profit foundation and offers many advanced functionalities, we project
that most future blockchain and crypto projects will look to Cardano as the better option against
its competitors.
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Rationale
Active community: More and more people are interested in the Cardano
ecosystem, as seen in the Cardano community 

Efficient programing language: Cardano ecosystem’s smart contract language
is Plutus - similar to Haskell - functional programming language. Only experts
use functional programming languages, but it’s pretty efficient. 

With experienced developers Plutus contract language developers, ADAStake
is here to pioneer the Cardano ecosystem.

Use Cases
The Cardano ecosystem is growing, and it is looking to have more and more
assets in the ecosystem. Project founders mostly conquer the Staking market to
reduce the circulating supply for tokens’ growth. ADAStake is looking to scale
and provide staking for various assets, including LP tokens as collateral to
support yield farming in the Cardano ecosystem.
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Mechanics

A simplified visual version of the initial architecture is illustrated below:

Airdrop tokens + rewards

Stake tokens

Transaction

Monitor

Airdrop

Claims

Mint

Transaction

Monitor

A special wallet is monitored and airdropped an NFT upon user’s staking and
which will be available for token + rewards redemption once after the
predetermined staking period finishes. 

All the proofs of transfers made will be stored in the blockchain.

Unique representation of staked tokens as NFT’s allows for flexible transfer to
another wallet or market exchange.
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Structure

ADAStake building a scalable non-custodial staking protocol that aims to
improve the efficiency of capital. The protocol manages several staking pools
by the reserve currency. Each pool has several key components – the APR
model, utilization limit, fixed, and variable interest rate.

Essence
There are multiple staking pools; each pool holds a single currency. The pool
accepts deposits from stakers by giving interest. Users can deposit these
assets and earn same or other assets as rewards. 

The amount of assets that can be deposited depends on the total amount of
available deposits and the amount of assets already staked. 

As time goes by, for the assets staked, it grows for staking interest rates.

Staking has fixed or infinite duration: partial or full redeems can be made anytime
for infinite duration pools.
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Protocol Security

The security of the project is enhanced by protocol architecture, code quality,
active maintenance, and fundamental Cardano smart contracts. t

Governance
ADAStake is looking to bring a new governance system to build a scalable
system truly controlled by active users and backers of the community. 

The voting power will be calculated by both native token balance and their onchain and off-chain activity analysis. 

The governance decides critical decisions and parameters for the staking pools.
These include:
Asset pools – adding and removal
Incentivization ratio per asset pool
stADA yield programs
Fee rates / Usage of the fees
Protocol smart contract upgrades
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